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Abstract The advection-dispersion equation (ADE) fails to describe commonly observed non-Fickian sol-
ute transport in saturated porous media, necessitating the use of other models such as the dual-domain
mass-transfer (DDMT) model. DDMT model parameters are commonly calibrated via curve fitting, providing
little insight into the relation between effective parameters and physical properties of the medium. There is
a clear need for material characterization techniques that can provide insight into the geometry and con-
nectedness of pore spaces related to transport model parameters. Here, we consider proton nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR), direct-current (DC) resistivity, and complex conductivity (CC) measurements for this
purpose, and assess these methods using glass beads as a control and two different samples of the zeolite
clinoptilolite, a material that demonstrates non-Fickian transport due to intragranular porosity. We estimate
DDMT parameters via calibration of a transport model to column-scale solute tracer tests, and compare
NMR, DC resistivity, CC results, which reveal that grain size alone does not control transport properties and
measured geophysical parameters; rather, volume and arrangement of the pore space play important roles.
NMR cannot provide estimates of more-mobile and less-mobile pore volumes in the absence of tracer tests
because these estimates depend critically on the selection of a material-dependent and flow-dependent
cutoff time. Increased electrical connectedness from DC resistivity measurements are associated with
greater mobile pore space determined from transport model calibration. CC was hypothesized to be related
to length scales of mass transfer, but the CC response is unrelated to DDMT.

1. Introduction

The classical advection-dispersion equation (ADE) consistently fails to match breakthrough curve (BTC) data
in many experimental settings. This failure has led to arguments, in part, for better parameterization of
effects caused by unresolved heterogeneity [Berkowitz et al., 2006]. New experimental methods focused on
hydraulic conductivity, K (m s21), have demonstrated centimeter-scale vertical resolution using direct-push
technologies [Butler et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2009, 2010a, 2013; Dogan et al., 2011; Bohling et al., 2012], yet the
ADE may fail at predicting solute transport even if the velocity field is well known [Major et al., 2011]. Tailing,
or elevated late-time concentrations relative to predictions based on the ADE, is observed at many field
sites but cannot be easily explained even with an extensive understanding of the K field; consequently, tem-
porally and/or spatially nonlocal models have been developed to explain these non-Fickian observations
[Berkowitz et al., 2002, 2006; Salamon et al., 2007; Neuman and Tartakovsky, 2009; Zheng et al., 2010; Bianchi
et al., 2011; Benson et al., 2013]. Determining the parameters for these conceptual models from material
properties, without subjecting the material to tracer tests, is desirable but remains speculative [Benson et al.,
2001; Schumer et al., 2003; Reeves et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009].

Here, we seek to identify mechanisms influencing non-Fickian transport that we can infer using geophysical
methods, focusing on properties that may be more readily quantified by material characterization than K,
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such as pore structure. The role of the pore structure is critical for anomalous transport: some pore space
serves as a solute sink at the early times of tracer tests, and later the slow release from this pore space drives
non-Fickian transport including tailing. We focus on the commonly used single-rate dual-domain mass-
transfer (DDMT) model, for which model parameters should be measureable—we note that other nonlocal
transport schemes also exist. The less-mobile porosity accounts for unresolved geologic heterogeneities
below the characteristic measurement scale, including regions of low permeability at the field scale [Feehley
et al., 2000; Harvey and Gorelick, 2000; Liu et al., 2010b; Flach, 2012], or regions where transport is dominated
by diffusion into intragranular pore space [Rao et al., 1980a, 1980b, 1982; Wood et al., 1990; Harmon and
Roberts, 1994; Ewing et al., 2012]. The less-mobile porosity may capture, store, and release solutes, resulting
in non-Fickian transport. Unfortunately, direct sampling of less-mobile pore space is difficult without
destructive coring and testing; new methods are needed to characterize and infer on this pore space.

Conventional sampling methods, including in-well measurements, are expensive, invasive, and only provide
high-resolution measurements in the vertical direction. Geophysical measurements including proton
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), direct-current (DC) resistivity, and complex conductivity (CC) are
thought to be sensitive to the pore structure and arrangement [Singha et al., 2007; Slater, 2007; Dlubac
et al., 2013; Keating and Falzone, 2013], and these geophysical properties may also be related to transport
properties important to quantifying nonlocal transport. These geophysical methods, including NMR and DC
resistivity, allow for a noninvasive approach to quantify the variability of the subsurface and can be col-
lected at the field scale without the need for time-consuming, invasive tracer tests. We hypothesize that: (1)
NMR will provide identification of mobile versus less-mobile fractions of the pore space based on its ability
to map ‘‘bound’’ and ‘‘unbound’’ fluids [e.g., Allen et al., 2000; Westphal et al., 2005]; (2) DC resistivity is sensi-
tive to the connectivity of current pathways through both mobile and less-mobile domains, and is thus a
potential indicator for solute mass transfer between these regions [e.g., Swanson et al., 2012]; and (3) com-
plex conductivity relaxation times are associated with ion diffusion length scales along grain surfaces [e.g.,
Binley et al., 2010] and may, therefore, be associated with solute diffusion times in less-mobile regions.
These geophysical measurements may be sensitive to hydrogeologic parameters such as K, but here we
focus on the pore structure as a possible control for non-Fickian transport that can be measured.

To test these hypotheses we: (1) analyze porous media (the zeolite clinoptilolite) with traditional laboratory
material characterization methods, specifically scanning electron microscope (SEM), X-ray computed
tomography (CT), and mercury (Hg) porosimetry; (2) collect static DC resistivity, NMR, and CC measurements
on our materials; (3) perform column-scale tracer experiments in zeolites as well as a synthetic glass-bead
reference material that does not exhibit non-Fickian solute transport; (4) estimate DDMT parameters
through calibration to a transport model of BTC data; and (5) use geophysical measurements as diagnostic
tools to identify properties influencing non-Fickian transport that drive ADE-based models to perform
poorly. In particular, we focus on characterizing the pore structure, including the intergranular and intragra-
nular pore space, with geophysical measurements that are sensitive to the pore environments in saturated
porous media to determine whether the fitted DDMT parameters can be described by geophysical meas-
urements. We aim to identify relations between geophysical properties and DDMT parameters such that
transport characteristics may be evaluated while avoiding invasive and time-intensive tracer tests. In the
absence of such relations, we aim to show the limitations of geophysical methods for estimates of DDMT
parameters.

2. Theory and Background

Here, we provide background information for the DDMT model, the geophysical methods, and material
characterization tools used in this analysis.

2.1. The DDMT Model
Two equations are necessary to describe the single-rate DDMT model, including one to describe bulk trans-
port, and another to describe solute exchange into and out of the less-mobile domain. The form presented
by van Genuchten and Wierenga [1976] is:

hm
@Cm

@t
1hlm

@Clm

@t
5hmD

@2Cm

@x2
2hmm
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@x
; (1a)
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hlm
@Clm

@t
5aðCm2ClmÞ; (1b)

where t is time (s), x is the spatial coordinate (m), hm and hlm are the mobile and less-mobile porosities (or
domains) (-), respectively; Cm and Clm are the concentration in the corresponding hm and hlm (kg m23); D is
the dispersion coefficient (m2 s21); v is the average pore water velocity (m s21) and a is the first-order mass-
transfer rate coefficient (s21). This formulation is for a 1-D, spatially invariant pore-water velocity and disper-
sion coefficient—a reasonable assumption for laboratory experiments on a homogeneously packed column.
We note that there are two subtly different formulations of a found in the literature [Ma and Zheng, 2011].
The difference is a consequence of dividing through by the dimensionless porosity term in equation (1b),
where the "alternate" a is the product of the "classic" a and hlm. Here, we use the "alternate" form as imple-
mented in STAMMT-L [Haggerty, 2009].

Advection may occur in hlm, but we assume advection rates in hlm are much smaller than in hm. Therefore,
we advocate the term "less-mobile" instead of "immobile" to avoid confusion with a completely discon-
nected pore space, hdc (-), that does not significantly contribute to transport or solute exchange but may
contribute to electrical and gravimetric measurements. The behavior of this porosity to contribute to
hydraulic or electric response depends on the percolation threshold and the arrangement of the pore space
[Wempe and Mavko, 2001].

The multirate mass-transfer (MRMT) model [Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995; Haggerty et al., 2000] is a DDMT
model that allows for a distribution of a. The MRMT is more geologically reasonable because multiple scales
of heterogeneity are expected in natural media [Neuman and Di Federico, 2003]. Many multirate distribu-
tions are possible and produce nonunique BTC responses; consequently, we work within a single-rate
DDMT model but interpret our results knowing a distribution of a is probable.

2.2. Damk€ohler Numbers
Not all experimental conditions may result in tailing. The relative timescales of advection to solute exchange
between domains is given by the Damk€ohler number, DaI [Bahr and Rubin, 1987]:

Dal5
a 11 hlm

hm

� �
L

m
; (2)

where L (m) is the distance away from the source where the solute concentration is measured. Mass transfer
is controlled by either slow advection or diffusion, depending on the DaI and Peclet numbers [Zinn et al.,
2004], and tailing may be due to either diffusion into intragranular pores or exchange between preferential
flow paths and hlm [Scheibe et al., 2013].

Solutes have insufficient time to enter into hlm if the advection timescale is relatively small compared to the
timescale of mass transfer (e.g., under strong pumping), and little mass transfer may be observed. Con-
versely, for large advection timescales, Cm and Clm will remain in approximate equilibrium and little mass
transfer will be observed. The effects of mass transfer are most important for DaI near unity. Consequently,
in a single-rate model, the best fit a may correspond to a DaI of near unity; however, tailing may be present
for many experimental conditions due to MRMT. Each a in a multirate distribution will have a corresponding
DaI for a given hlm, with some DaIs near unity [Haggerty et al., 2004]. As a result, tailing is commonly
observed at different flow rates (varying v) and/or observations lengths (varying L).

2.3. Material Characterization
We consider three different material characterization methods to analyze the pore structure of the zeolites:
SEM, X-ray CT, and Hg porosimetry. We use SEM images and CT scans to provide qualitative information of
the surface pore structures, and use Hg porosimetry to quantify the pore-size distributions [see Giesche,
2006].

2.4. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
Proton NMR measurements are sensitive to atoms with unpaired protons or neutrons, which possess a
nuclear spin angular momentum. The application of a secondary oscillating field moves the spins out of
alignment with the static field; when the secondary field is released the spins return to equilibrium, emitting
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a measureable signal. The transverse component (with respect to the static field) of the NMR signal, I(t), is
described by a multiexponential decay

IðtÞ5I0

X
i
f

i
e2t=T2i ; (3)

where I0 is the initial signal magnitude, i corresponds to each pore component, and fi is the fraction of protons
relaxing with a relaxation time, T2i (s). I0 is directly proportional to the number of protons relaxing in the meas-
ured volume, and thus water content. The sample’s water volume can be estimated from I0 using an instrument-
specific calibration factor, and the total porosity can be determined by adjusting for the sample volume. The
relaxation time distribution is given as fi versus T2i. Assuming fast diffusion and homogeneous applied magnetic
fields, the ith relaxation time value is given by [Senturia and Robinson, 1970; Brownstein and Tarr, 1979]:

1=T2i � q2i=ai ; (4)

where ai is the characteristic length scale (m) of the ith water-filled pore and q2i reflects the capacity of the
pore surface to enhance relaxation. The T2-distribution has been shown to correspond to the pore-size dis-
tribution for saturated porous media including the following: sandstone and carbonate cores [Straley et al.,
1987; Arns, 2004]; silica gels [Valckenborg et al., 2001]; fused glass beads [Straley et al., 1987]; and unconsoli-
dated sand and glass beads [Hinedi et al., 1993; Bird et al., 2005].

In petroleum applications, NMR relaxation time distribution is used to distinguish different porosity regimes.
The "producible" porosity, i.e., the porosity containing extractable fluids, can be distinguished from
capillary-bound porosity by summing the relaxation time distribution above and below T2cutoff (s), an empiri-
cally defined cutoff time [Timur, 1969]; consequently, there might be reason to believe NMR could be used
to map mobile and less-mobile porosities for DDMT systems. One issue, however, is that the value of T2cutoff

is based in practice on pumping rates and rock type [Allen et al., 2000]. The cutoff time may be experiment-
specific: in carbonate cores T2cutoff ranges from �24 ms to greater than 400 ms [Westphal et al., 2005]; in
sandstone cores, a 33 ms T2cutoff is commonly used to distinguish producible from capillary-bound porosity,
and a 3 ms T2cutoff has been used to determine the clay-bound porosity.

We postulate that NMR may provide an independent method for approximating hm and hlm. Large intragra-
nular pores associated with larger NMR relaxation times are expected to be active in advective transport
and thus correspond to hm. Smaller intragranular pores associated with smaller NMR relaxation time scales
may not contribute to advective transport and correspond to hlm. We estimate hlm and hm using the NMR

signal from hlm5
X

T2i<T2cutoff

fi and hm5
X

T2i>T2cutoff

fi , respectively. However, the cutoff time used to divide

the total porosity into either hlm or hm is not well defined; the empirical cutoff time of 33 ms was weakly
supported by a previous study [Swanson et al., 2012].

2.5. Direct-Current (DC) Resistivity
DC resistivity typically requires four electrodes to collect a measurement, including two electrodes to drive
electrical current and two electrodes to measure the resultant electrical potential difference. Ohm’s law is
used to estimate the resistance, R (X), and the apparent bulk resistivity, qb (X m), is estimated as follows:

qb5k � R (5)

where k (m) is a geometric factor is controlled by the position of the electrodes and sample geometry. The
inverse of qb is the bulk apparent electrical conductivity, rb (S m21). Static DC resistivity methods have been
used to estimate pore-volume and grain-surface conductivity, the formation factor, F (-), and clay content
[Archie, 1942; Klein and Sill, 1982; Revil et al., 1999]. F relates rb and fluid conductivity, rf (S m21):

rb5
1
F
� rf 1rs (6)

where rs (S m21) is the surface conductivity. Revil and Cathles [1999] advocate that F can be used as an
inverse measure of the effective porosity, heff, i.e.,

F ffi 1
heff

(7)

F is defined by the total porosity and the cementation exponent, m (-), as given by:
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m52
log F

log htot
(8)

A value of 1.5 for m represents the analytical solution for perfectly packed glass spheres [Sen et al., 1981]
and m is typically greater than 1.5 for consolidated media. We define the total gravimetric porosity, htot (-),
as the sum of hlm, hm, and hdc. While hdc may be disconnected from transport, it may be electrically active
[Wempe and Mavko, 2001]. The electrical tortuosity, f (-), depends on the arrangement of the pore space,
and is defined as the product of F and htot [Walsh and Brace, 1984; Nelson, 1994]:

f5F � htot: (9)

Even though the fluid-flow tortuosity and electrical tortuosity are not identical [Zhang and Knackstedt,
1995], we expect the electrical tortuosity to be associated with fluid-flow tortuosity and both tortuosities to
be dependent on the pore structure. The inverse of the formation factor is called the electrical connected-
ness, G (-), which describes the availability of transport pathways [Glover, 2009, 2010]:

G5
1
f
htot: (10)

We focus on G as a measure of the electrical connectivity within the porous medium and assume that the
total porosity is the same as the gravimetric porosity, implying that hdc is electrically active.

2.6. Complex Conductivity (CC)
Complex electrical conductivity (r*) is a measure of a porous medium’s ability to transport and store charge
and consists of a real and imaginary component. The real component (rb) of r* represents the transport of
charge under the influence of an electric field, whereas the imaginary component (commonly r’’) is caused
by polarization mechanisms. CC provides information about charge storage, which is typically attributed to
processes occurring at or near the grain surface; as a result, CC may offer useful information about pore (or
grain) surface area [B€orner et al., 1996; Slater and Lesmes, 2002]. CC has been increasingly used for near-
surface geophysical imaging including estimation of permeability [Slater and Lesmes, 2002; Slater, 2007; Revil
and Florsch, 2010; Titov et al., 2010; Zisser et al., 2010], but has yet to be interpreted for DDMT systems.

The magnitude of rb and the phase shift between injected current and measured voltage signals can be
converted to real and imaginary conductivity components. The CC spectrum is obtained by injecting cur-
rent at different frequencies (typically in the range 1 mHz to 1 kHz). The spectrum of imaginary conductivity
may be interpreted as a result of different electrical relaxation times caused by the diffusion of ions, bound
to the material’s charged surface, back to their state of equilibrium following cessation of an applied electri-
cal field. The long relaxation times may be sensitive to grain size because the dominant relaxation time, sr

(s), for polarization along a grain’s boundary is related to the grain radius, Rg [m] [Schwarz, 1962]:

sr5
Rg

2

2D�
(11)

where D* (m2 s21) is a diffusion coefficient.

The CC relaxation times reflect the length scale (e.g., the grain boundary or pore length) of the polarization
and a diffusion coefficient, which is controlled by the mobility of ions along the surface of the grain. The dis-
tribution of CC relaxation times provides insight into the length scales of intragranular electrical diffusion.
Interpreted for DDMT systems, we hypothesize that these length scales of intragranular electrical diffusion
may be related to length scales of diffusive mass transfer as solute ions are exchanged between mobile and
less-mobile domains [Binley et al., 2010]. The length scales of diffusive mass transfer are related to mass-
transfer rate coefficients, so CC may provide laboratory estimates of a if this relation between electrical dif-
fusion and solute diffusion length scales exists.

3. Methods

We selected two different samples of the zeolite clinoptilolite for column experiments, referred to as zeolite
A and zeolite B. Zeolite A consists of 0.25–2 mm grains, and zeolite B consists of 2–4.8 mm grains (Figure 1).
Although both clinoptilolite, the two zeolites were formed at different locations and thus may have
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different porous structures. The zeolites were individually sieved to differentiate the effects on mass transfer
due to grain size and origin; different intragranular pore structures and pore volumes could lead to different
hm, hlm, hdc, and a. Zeolite A was sieved to three different sizes (0.25–0.5 mm, 0.5–1 mm, and 1–2 mm), and
zeolite B was sieved to two sizes (2–3.35 mm and 3.35–4.8 mm). We used synthetic 1.5 mm diameter glass
beads with no internal porosity as a reference material (Figure 1).

3.1. Material Characterization
We conducted measurements of standard material characterization to link the porosity structure to proper-
ties controlling the observed transport behavior. Separate measurements were collected on unsieved sam-
ples of zeolite A and B. Hg porosimetry (Micromeritics Autopore IV 9500) was used to determine the pore-
size distributions. CT scans were performed on dry zeolite samples placed in a 15 mm diameter plastic tube,
and measurements were made with an X-TEK Benchtop CT160Xi scanner at 60 keV at approximately 340
lA, with 1567 images obtained around the center of rotation. Images were reconstructed using X-TEK
reconstruction software producing a 3-D image with a resolution of approximately 15 lm (Figure 1 and sup-
porting information). SEM images were obtained using a Phenom Desktop SEM (Phenom World, Eindhoven,
The Netherlands) with a resolution of 30 nm (Figure 1) for both the glass beads and the zeolites. All samples
prepared for SEM were sputter coated with a layer of gold nanoparticles prior to analysis to alleviate sample
charging.

3.2. Laboratory Experiments: Solute Tracer Tests
We used 13 cm long and 3 cm diameter columns with an unpacked volume of 92 cm3 for solute tracer tests
(Figure 2). The columns were wet-packed, adding small amounts of material to a degassed water-filled

Glass Beads

100 μm100 μm

Zeolite A

100 μm

Zeolite B

3 mm

Zeolite BZeolite A

3 mm

(C) (D) (E)

(A) (B)

Figure 1. The materials used varied in size and composition. The synthetic glass beads were used as a reference, and two zeolites were
sieved to five different sizes. CT (a, b) and SEM (c–e) images show the different intragranular pore structures between the two zeolites and
the lack of intragranular pore structures in the glass beads. CT scans include all of the sieved fractions. Additional CT scans presented as a
3-D volume are included in the supporting information. Zeolite B has large intragranular pores throughout the entire grain that have a low
degree of connectivity, and zeolite A has a more diffuse pore distribution.
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column, followed by tapping on the
sides and the top of the material for
complete compaction. No air bubbles
were visible in the columns. Solute
tracer tests were conducted for each of
the five sieved fractions of zeolites and
for the glass beads. A 0.4 g L21 (rf �
80 mS m21) background NaCl solution
was injected into the bottom of each
column at a rate of 0.35 mL min21 until
the solution reached equilibrium,
determined by no change in rf, and
steady state flow conditions were
obtained. The time to reach equilib-
rium is controlled by a, which was not
known before calibration to a transport
model although we expected to be
associated with geophysical data,
explained earlier. After steady state
was achieved, the injection line was
switched to a continuous 0.35 mL
min21 stream of 1.15 g L21 (rf � 230
mS m21) NaCl tracer solution. Syringe
pumps were used to inject the NaCl
solution at a constant flow rate that
was verified with volumetric checks of
the column effluent. Every 30 s, rf was
measured at both the inlet and outlet
of the column using a flow-through rf

electrode (Microelectrodes, Inc.).

We assumed that the NaCl solution is chemically conservative and that there is no retardation from sorp-
tion; therefore, any anomalous transport of the NaCl is attributed to physical heterogeneities, including dif-
fusion into and out of hlm. This assumption must be taken with caution when applied to the zeolite,
although clinoptilolite is preferentially selective toward Ca21 over the tracer cation, Na1 [Hulbert, 1987].
Retardation due to sorption would delay the tracer arrival and result in a greater estimated hm [Singha
et al., 2011].

3.3. NMR Measurements
Samples were prepared for NMR measurements by separate packing into Teflon containers using the same
methods as described in Swanson et al. [2012]. After packing, the sample holders were vacuum-saturated in
a 0.01 mM NaCl solution as described in Keating and Knight [2010]. Following saturation, the zeolite-packed
sample holder was left submerged in the saturating fluid for one week, after which we assumed equilibrium
had been reached and the sample was fully saturated. Prior to NMR measurements, the sample holders
were covered with Parafilm to prevent evaporation.

NMR relaxation data were collected with a 2 MHz Rock Core Analyzer (Magritek Ltd) using a CPMG (Carr-
Purcell-Meiboom-Gill) pulse sequence. Forty data points were obtained at each echo in the CPMG pulse
sequence. Data were collected at an echo time of 200 ms; 50,000 echoes were collected for a total scan time
of 10 s. The data were stacked 32 times such that the signal-to-noise ratio was greater than 200 for each
measurement. A relaxation delay time of 10 s was used for each measurement to ensure that the samples
returned to thermal equilibrium between each scan. The measurements were repeated in triplicate and all
measurements were collected at the standard operating temperature of the instrument (30�C).

The relaxation time distribution for each NMR data set was determined using a nonnegative least-squares
inversion with Tikhonov regularization as described by Whittall et al. [1991]. NMR data sets with more than

Non-polarizing 

potential 

electrodes

Outlet fluid 

conductivity probe

Inlet fluid 

conductivity 

probe

Non-polarNon-polar

potent

electrod

Spiral current 

electrodes

Tracer in

Overhead 

view

To meter

To meter

Outl

conduct

nt 
T

Figure 2. Solutes were injected into the base of the column, and rf was moni-
tored at the bottom and the top of the column. Spiral current electrodes were at
the top and bottom of the column, and two nonpolarizing electrodes were used
to measure the potential difference. Syringe pumps (not pictured) were used to
control the flow rate. DC and CC measurements were collected before and after
tracer tests; NMR and material characterization were completed on samples
packed in separate sample holders.
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5000 data points were logarithmically subsampled to 5000 data points to improve the speed of the fitting
algorithm. The subsampled data were then fit to a distribution of 160 exponentially spaced T2-values rang-
ing from 0.1 ms to 10 s. For each data set, the regularization parameter was selected using the L-curve
criterion.

3.4. DC Resistivity Measurements
DC resistivity measurements were performed using a high-accuracy electrical impedance spectrometer
described in Zimmermann et al. [2008]. Two nonpolarizing 0.8 mm Ag-AgCl potential electrodes were placed
at the sides of the column at 4.5 and 8.5 cm from the base of the packed sample. Two stainless-steel current
electrodes were installed in spiral configurations (see Figure 2) at the ends of both columns separated by
17 cm, with a 2 cm gap between the packed material and the current electrodes filled by a plastic porous
disc. The porous disc dispersed the fluid flow evenly across the column end cap and prevented the porous
material from escaping out of the column. We measured rb of the saturated, packed column at seven differ-
ent rf (approximately 70, 110, 155, 200, 530, 1000, and 1600 mS m21). Measurements were collected at
steady state flow conditions and equilibrium concentrations.

3.5. CC Measurements
CC measurements were collected using the same nonpolarizing potential electrodes as the DC resistivity
measurements outlined in the previous section. Measurements were made at 23 injected frequencies in the
range from 2 mHz to 14 kHz and were collected before (rf � 80 mS m21) and after (rf � 230 mS m21) tracer
tests. Triplicate spectra were obtained and the average spectra were modeled using the Debye decomposi-
tion approach of Keery et al. [2012] to determine a bimodal distribution of CC relaxation times.

4. Results

Below, we present the results of the material characterization methods. Then, we analyze the tracer test and
estimated DDMT parameters. Next, we present the DC, CC, and NMR measurements, and we use these data
to partition the pore structure into hm, hlm, and hdc for comparison with values estimated with our tracer
tests.

4.1. Material Characterization
CT (Figures 1a and 1b) and SEM (Figures 1c–1e) images of both zeolites reveal a notable intragranular
porosity component. SEM images reveal no intragranular pore space component in the glass beads. Gravi-
metric porosity measurements for zeolites A and B are similar (0.64–0.68, Figure 3). The largest openings to
a pore revealed from Hg porosimetry are shown in Figure 4 for unsieved samples of zeolite A and B. Zeolite

Glass beads

Sieved fraction [mm] 0.25 to 0.5 0.5 to 1 1 to 2 2 to 3.35 3.35 to 4.8 1.5

Log10 α  (s-1) -3.8 -3.6 -3.8 -3.5 -3.5 -3.3

θ m [-] 0.57 0.56 0.58 0.49 0.49 0.38

θ lm [-] 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.02

θ m + θ lm [-] 0.60 0.61 0.62 0.55 0.55 0.40

Gravimetric θ  [-] 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.64 0.64 0.42

NMR Total θ  [-] 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.62 0.63 0.41

σ s [mS m-1] 11 12 10 12 10 0.2

F  [-] 2.8 2.9 2.7 3.7 3.4 3.9

m  [-] 2.8 2.8 2.6 2.9 2.7 1.6

τ  [-] 1.9 2.0 1.8 2.4 2.2 1.7

G [-] 0.36 0.34 0.37 0.27 0.29 0.26
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Figure 3. The transport, NMR, and DC results. The blue and red entries correspond to hm and hlm estimates, respectively. The entries with a
gray background correspond to all of the porosity estimates.
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A has a more continuous distribution of pore sizes compared to zeolite B. The lower limit and upper resolu-
tion limits are approximately 0.03 and 700 lm, respectively. We assume pore sizes larger than the upper
limit correspond with hm [Nimmo, 2004], and some larger pores in zeolite B are likely not captured.

4.2. Tracer Tests and Solute Behavior
We use the parameter estimation software PEST [Doherty, 2010] to estimate the dispersivity and the single-
rate DDMT parameters (hm, hlm, and the single a) using STAMMT-L (Figure 3). The 95% confidence intervals
from PEST are within 1% for all porosity values. The estimated dispersivity ranged from 1.5 to 4.7 mm. The
best-fit simulated BTCs are shown next to the observations in Figure 5. The advection timescale is inversely
proportional to hm, so faster arrival times indicate a smaller hm. The mean arrival time is strongly controlled
by hm so our analysis has greater sensitivity to this parameter [Ciriello et al., 2013] than hlm.

Both zeolites have similar hm and hlm across all sieved fractions, and have some hdc, determined by the dif-
ference in transport-estimated and gravimetric porosity (Figure 3). Zeolite B has a smaller hm, greater hlm,
and larger a compared to zeolite A (e.g., Figure 4). The estimates of hm, hlm, and a indicate no significant
trends of DDMT parameters within the subfractions of each zeolite. Zeolite A has a longer residence time
than zeolite B because a is inversely proportional to the residence time of solutes within hlm [Haggerty et al.,
2000]. The glass beads show negligible mass transfer.

4.3. NMR
The NMR relaxation time distributions differ substantially from sample to sample (Figure 6). The NMR relaxa-
tion time distribution for the glass beads is dominated by a large peak at long relaxation time that is
assumed to correspond to intergranular pore water, and there is little response at shorter NMR relaxation
times. This NMR response does not indicate intragranular porosity in the glass beads, which is consistent
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with observations of the grain surface from SEM images. Conversely, for zeolite A and zeolite B, relaxation
occurs with both long and short relaxation times. Zeolite A has a more continuous distribution of NMR
relaxation times than zeolite B, which exhibits multiple discrete, isolated peaks.

The optimal NMR cutoff times that match the estimated hm and hlm (Figure 6) are determined by assuming
the largest relaxation times and pores are hm, then assuming shorter times are hlm and finally assuming the
rest of the signal corresponds to hdc. These estimated cutoff times are approximately 3 ms in zeolite A, but
are approximately 1.5 s in zeolite B.

The glass beads and zeolites both show that the dominant response is controlled by intergranular pore
space at long relaxation times (Figure 6). However, at faster relaxation times (around 1023 s and associated
with smaller pores), the glass beads have little response but there is a strong signal response in particular
for zeolite B (Figure 6).

4.4. DC Resistivity
We measured rb at various rf (Figure 7) to estimate the formation factor F (the inverse of electrical connect-
edness G) and rs, respectively (equation (6); Figure 3). G is greater in zeolite A (0.34–0.37) compared to zeo-
lite B (0.27–0.29), indicating greater electrical connectivity (equation (10)), likely as a function of decreased
electrical tortuosity since the total porosity is similar for the two zeolites.

4.5. Complex Conductivity
CC measurements reveal peak polarization (expressed here as chargeability) increases with relaxation time
for the zeolites (Figure 8). There is a distinct peak in the CC relaxation time distribution for the two finest
sub-fractions of zeolite A, and the peak CC relaxation time is associated with increased grain size, independ-
ent of zeolite A or B, consistent with equation (11). Independent of grain size, the response is greater for
zeolite A than zeolite B.

5. Discussion

We collected measurements of porous media using material characterization methods and tracer experi-
ments, and built upon these standard techniques by considering also static NMR, DC resistivity, and CC
measurements. We seek to interpret the geophysical measurements in terms of DDMT parameters needed
for predictive modeling. A summary of the results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 9, which relates the
transport, geophysical, and material characterization methods used here.
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Figure 6. (a) The schematic shows an idealized NMR relaxation time distribution dominated by two distinct peaks that would correspond
to hm or hlm, given by a single cutoff time. In the subsequent subplots (b–g), the NMR relaxation time is shown for each of the samples.
The transport-estimated best fit hm and hlm are shown as blue and red lines, respectively, with associated error bars assuming a 1% error in
the estimated hm and hlm.
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5.1. Model Calibration of DDMT Parameters
Tracer tests on both zeolites exhibit non-Fickian BTCs that could not be fit using the ADE. Zeolite A and B
were sieved to identify possible relation between grain size and DDMT parameters. Differences in transport
behavior were driven by differences in pore structure and independent of grain size. Any substantial differ-
ences in estimated DDMT parameters between zeolite A and B are attributed to the unique intragranular
pore structure of the two zeolites given their different origins and thus pore structure, rather than grain size
(Figure 3). The PEST estimates of hlm (0.02) and a (5x1024 s21) for the glass beads indicate little DDMT. Minor
mass transfer may be the result of possible dead-end pore space due to packing arrangements [Scheibe
et al., 2013]; however, it should be noted that non-zero hlm and a may yet be consistent with negligible
mass transfer. For a given experimental setup (flow rate and experiment duration), various combinations of
parameters would not produce observable mass transfer. The simple addition of more parameters (a and
hlm) in the DDMT model compared to the ADE model may provide a superior fit to data but may not indi-
cate substantial mass transfer.

We used the linear approximation for parameter estimation in PEST and estimated transport parameters for
a single-rate DDMT model for simplicity. However, the complex pore structure of the zeolite may require a
more complex transport model such as the MRMT model. Repeating the experiment at flow rates orders of
magnitude faster and slower would result in different flow conditions that may reveal MRMT behavior, but
repeating the experiments at different flow rates poses additional challenges. At faster flow rates, the tem-
poral resolution of rf measurements may not be sufficient and the full effect of tailing may not be captured.
At slower rates, the tailing and experimental duration are prolonged, and the effects of possible instrumen-
tation drift in the rf signal are magnified, reducing the resolution of the captured tail of the BTC. A stochas-
tic approach may result in different estimated single-rate DDMT parameters from the BTCs, but these
estimated parameters are not necessarily more representative of the physical description of the pore struc-
ture of the zeolites for a single-rate DDMT model. As a result, we focus less on applying our geophysical
methods to provide parameter estimation, and focus more on integrating these geophysical methods as
diagnostic tools to analyze the pore environment.

The total gravimetric porosity is similar for the two zeolites, but CT scans show that zeolite A lacks the large,
isolated pores observed in zeolite B. The lack of the large pores but similar porosity suggests that the intra-
granular pore network in zeolite A is more well-connected compared to zeolite B because the pores must
be smaller and distributed throughout the grains in zeolite A. This is consistent with the greater G and NMR
relaxation time distributions in zeolite A (0.34–0.37 for G) compared to zeolite B (0.27–0.29 for G).

For both zeolites, the total porosities (0.60–0.62 for zeolite A, 0.55 for zeolite B) estimated from the tracer
tests are smaller than measured gravimetric porosities (0.68–0.69 for zeolite A, 0.64 for zeolite B), indicating
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that some of the porosity may not be active for transport. The difference between gravimetric porosity
and total estimated porosity (hlm1hm) is similar for zeolite B (0.09) than zeolite A (0.06–0.09). This appa-
rent discrepancy has two explanations: (1) there is physically disconnected porosity not available for
transport, or (2) the rate of solute exchange is so slow relative to advection that there is not sufficient
time for mass transfer into some of the pore space, corresponding with DaI<<1. Hg porosimetry and
NMR may be sensitive to pore space that is not captured with our model calibrations. Hg porosimetry is
conducted at much higher pressures than our laboratory experiments and therefore may be exposed to
active pore space that may be otherwise immobile during our tracer experiments. NMR may be sensitive
to pore space that is untouched by solutes in our experiment. Here, we attribute the porosity difference
to hdc, with the understanding that the effective hdc may be different for different experimental
conditions.

We estimate the pore size for hdc is approximately 0.08 mm for both the zeolites based on the pore size
estimates from Hg porosimetry (Figure 4). These small pores may not actively contribute to advective
transport or solute exchange. The pore-size threshold that separates hlm and hm (determined by the sum
of hlm and hdc) corresponds with pores greater than 0.3 mm and 3 mm for zeolite A and B, respectively (see
Figure 4). hlm in zeolite B consists of larger pores and spans a wider pore-size distribution than zeolite A.
The 0.3–3 mm pore-size range that is hm in zeolite A is hlm in zeolite B. These delineations of Hg porosime-
try pore sizes for each zeolite from our calibrations of BTCs into hdc, hlm, and hm are based upon the
assumption that any given pore size will have identical transport properties, which may not be the case.
Rather than use this assumption to split the porosities in a quantitative way, we focus primarily on
descriptive information derived from Hg porosimetry measurements, such as the relative differences in
pore sizes between zeolite A and B (Table 1).

We note that other models of nonlocal solute transport may have physical connections to the pore
properties of the media besides DDMT, including the spherical-diffusion model (SDM) [Goltz and
Roberts, 1986], which also was evaluated for this work (see Appendix A). Similar to the DDMT model,
the SDM tracks two concentrations: (1) the concentration in a mobile pore space, and (2) the con-
centration in the intragranular pore space. One potential advantage of the SDM includes the ability
to reproduce BTC behavior for varying L and v, and thus, different flow conditions [Young and Ball,
1995] whereas the single-rate DDMT model may work effectively only for a range of DaI. Despite its
intuitive appeal, the SDM does not provide a good fit to the transport behavior of the zeolites stud-
ied here. Whereas the SDM assumes that intragranular porosity is entirely immobile, a portion of the
zeolite’s intragranular porosity appears to behave as mobile porosity for advection. We note that the
SDM and the MRMT model (and other models non-Fickian transport) may prove advantageous for
work on other materials.

Figure 8. The CC spectra from Debye decomposition. The response at larger CC relaxation times is controlled by grain size, whereas the
response at smaller CC relaxation times corresponds to a difference in the pore structures. There is a distinct difference between the two
zeolites for the smaller CC relaxation time distributions.
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5.2. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
The shape of the NMR relaxation time distributions (Figure 6) implies that zeolite A has a more continuous
pore-size distribution compared to zeolite B. The NMR-estimated and gravimetric porosity are greater than
the transport total porosity, indicating a hdc component. A single NMR cutoff time may not effectively dis-
criminate between hm and hlm because the cutoff values are likely flow-rate dependent and may vary with
the connectedness of the pore structures, which are material dependent. Another cutoff time may be
needed to account for the saturated hdc that does not contribute to transport but is sensitive to NMR and

Table 1. A Summary of the Conclusions Drawn From the Methods Used

Method Zeolite A Zeolite B

CT scans Small pores throughout the grains Large pores isolated in the grains
Hg porosimetry Smaller pores than zeolite B Larger pores than zeolite A,

largest pores are missed
Gravimetric porosity Slightly larger than zeolite B Smaller than zeolite A
NMR Continuous distribution, multimodal peaks Discrete distribution, few isolated peaks
G (connectedness) Larger than zeolite B Smaller than zeolite A
Tortuosity Smaller than zeolite B Larger than zeolite A
Complex conductivity Larger response at shorter relaxation times Larger response at longer relaxation times

Peak chargeability at shorter relaxation times Peak chargeability at longer relaxation times
Tracer test Larger mobile porosity than zeolite B Slightly larger less-mobile porosity than zeolite A

Total estimated porosity is less than gravimetric Total estimated porosity is less than gravimetric
Conclusions from these data

1. Zeolite A has smaller pores but a larger porosity than Zeolite B, and that pore space is better
connected and less tortuous than Zeolite B.

2. Zeolite B has larger pores and a smaller porosity than Zeolite A, and that pore space is less
well-connected and more tortuous than Zeolite B.

3. Both zeolites have a component of porosity (1) in which advection occurs, (2) diffusive
exchange occurs, and (3) that is disconnected from transport but still present.
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Figure 9. A simplified summary of the contrast in properties between zeolite A and zeolite B. Zeolite A has smaller and more continuous
distribution of pores along with a larger G; zeolite B has larger, isolated pores and a smaller G. The gray, red, and blue correspond to hdc,
hlm, and hm, respectively.
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gravimetric measurements. Although the cutoff time for hdc may change between samples, the cutoff time
may be controlled by a minimum pore-size if we assume hdc corresponds to the smallest pores, and this vol-
ume and threshold can be measured through Hg porosimetry.

Small pores at the conjunction of grains will be captured with NMR, but these small pores are connected to
larger intergranular pores. Consequently, relaxing protons diffuse through the pores and average over the
entire connected pore space and the pore throat appears similar to that of the larger pore as a whole and is
interpreted as hm. This is in contrast to small, disconnected intragranular pores that are not well-connected
to the rest of the connected pore network and are interpreted as hlm. If the largest peak of the NMR relaxa-
tion time distribution encompasses all of the intergranular porosity (Figure 6), then some of the intragranu-
lar porosity must be active for advection according to tracer tests, and thus part of hm.

The NMR relaxation time distribution is more multimodal in zeolite B than A, and thus slight changes in the
assumed cutoff time will not substantially change the estimated hm and hlm for zeolite B. Conversely, zeolite
A has a more continuous distribution than zeolite B, and estimates of hm and hlm are more sensitive to the
selected cutoff time. NMR estimates of bound and producible pore volumes provide limited insight for pre-
dicting transport behavior; the NMR relaxation time distribution is not easily separated into hm and hlm nec-
essary for DDMT models. One issue is that NMR is not sensitive to the connectivity of the pores, so large,
disconnected pores could be interpreted as hm and small well-connected pores active for advection could
be interpreted as hlm.

5.3. DC Resistivity
DC resistivity can provide indicators of the connectedness, G, of the porous media, and a continuous pore-
size distribution may be associated with greater values of G. We assume that hdc contributes to the mea-
surement of G given that it is a part of htot, and that the electrical connectivity is related to and systemati-
cally larger than the transport connectivity [Zhang and Knackstedt, 1995]. Equation (10) shows that G varies
linearly with htot, which includes hdc. Regardless of whether hdc contributes to G, the relative size of G of zeo-
lite A to zeolite B would remain the same such that zeolite A would be described as more connected than
zeolite B according to these data. G is greatest for zeolite A, indicating a higher potential for connected
pathways between more and less-mobile domains (Figure 3). We argue that smaller pores in zeolite A
advect solutes, whereas those of zeolite B do not because: (1) based on our calibrated porosities from tracer
test BTCs, the Hg porosimetry indicates a more continuous distribution for zeolite A compared to B (Figure
4), and (2) G is greater in zeolite A (0.34–0.37) than zeolite B (0.27–0.29) and the increased connectivity is
associated with additional, smaller mobile pores (Figure 8).

The Hg porosimetry data reveal that zeolite A has smaller pores, and DC resistivity indicates a greater value
of G in zeolite A (0.34–0.37), compared to zeolite B (0.27–0.29). There does not appear to be a distinct pore
size that separates hm or hlm; rather, the transport properties of a given pore depend on the material sur-
roundings and the degree of connectedness to the rest of pore volume. NMR cutoff time discriminates
bound and unbound pores based on pore size rather than a measure of connectivity, the latter of which is
critical to mass-transfer processes. While the NMR cutoffs between mobile and immobile porosity do not
make sense given the relaxation time distributions, we do notice the following pattern in homogenous sys-
tems: smaller G (i.e., poorer connectivity) may be associated with larger predicted NMR relaxation time cut-
offs between mobile and immobile porosity. In the presence of low connectivity, a larger cutoff time may
be needed because some large pores may be isolated and contribute to hlm. Conversely, in the presence of
strong connectivity, a shorter cutoff time may be needed to assign more pores to hm.

5.4. Complex Conductivity
CC relaxation times show peak chargeability associated with increasing grain size, consistent with equation
(11). If the peak chargeability response is controlled by grain size [Schwarz, 1962], consistent with these
observations, then the faster CC relaxation times correspond with a shorter length scale and must be due to
(possibly intragranular) subgrain-scale polarization mechanisms. Zeolite A has a greater contribution to total
polarization from shorter length scales than zeolite B (Figure 8). However, there is no clear trend between
CC relaxation time and a. Consequently, we conclude a null hypothesis given our expectations: the length
scales of intragranular electrical polarization do not appear to be directly related to length scales of diffusive
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mass transfer. CC measurements are likely sensitive to the grain size, which may have other applications for
transport characterization outside of the DDMT model.

6. Conclusions

Geophysical measurements indicate that pore connectivity is important for transport processes and pore-
size distribution is insufficient for evaluating rate-limited mass-transfer effects on transport. We presented
column-scale tracer tests, material characterization, and geophysical data collected on two zeolites and a
glass-bead reference to explore relations between intragranular pore structures and parameters driving
anomalous, non-Fickian solute transport in saturated porous media. Through model calibration, we estimate
different hm and hlm for the two different zeolites. Tracer tests and model calibration on sieved fractions of
the zeolites indicate that the best-fit DDMT parameters are not controlled by grain size.

We show that DC resistivity measurements may be useful for describing the connectedness of the pore
structure. Zeolite A has a shorter NMR relaxation time cutoff based on transport estimates of hm and hlm

(Figure 6). In this zeolite, Hg porosimetry reveals that smaller pores contribute to advective transport (Figure
4). We propose that the internal porous network of zeolite A is more continuous with smaller pores because
the NMR relaxation time distribution is more continuous (Figure 6) and G is larger (Figure 3); however, this
conclusion may a consequence of the selection of inversion parameters for the NMR data set. Increased
pore space active for advective transport shifts the cutoff towards smaller NMR relaxation times because
the NMR relaxation time distribution is controlled by pore-size distributions. The internal pores are relatively
large and more isolated in zeolite B than in zeolite A as shown in the CT images and the 3D videos (see sup-
porting information), which correspond with NMR relaxation times dominated by a large intragranular
response at longer times and isolated smaller intragranular responses at shorter NMR relaxation times. Our
results can be summarized in the following major conclusions:

1. We provide the first laboratory experiments interpreting NMR relaxation time distributions for DDMT
models, and find that NMR provides approximate pore size distributions; however, directly constraining
mobile and less-mobile porosities in terms of transport from these distributions remains elusive. This is
complicated by the fact that optimal cutoff times to partition mobile/less-mobile porosity are dependent
on the material and flow rate. For these samples, NMR is unable to separate mobile and less-mobile
porosities required for DDMT systems.

2. The DC-resistivity derived estimates of G are indicative of transport connectivity and thus hm. Through
analysis of the pore sizes from Hg porosimetry, NMR relaxation time distributions, and tracer tests, we
find that increasing pore connectivity is associated with in smaller pores advecting solutes, whereas a
decrease in the connectivity is associated with more pores behaving as hlm. Pores may be either mobile
or less-mobile depending on their surroundings; pore sizes that are considered mobile may be less-
mobile within the same or across different materials.

3. CC measurements do not appear to be related to a and thus are not associated with the residence times
within hm. At larger CC relaxation times, the polarization response is dominated by grain size. At shorter
CC relaxation times, there is a substantial difference between the polarization response between the zeo-
lites that cannot be attributed to a grain size effect alone. Relations between these observations and our
transport observations were unclear. CC is primarily related to surface rather than pore characteristics;
consequently, CC may be dominated by other hydrogeologic parameters not related to DDMT [see, e.g.,
Slater, 2007].

The extension of our results to field experiments is subject to complications including possible low-
permeability zones that behave similarly to hlm, heterogeneities of K, h, rb, and rf, and mineral composition.
However, field-scale measurements of rb can be used to estimate G to determine different zones of high
and low connectivity and potential regions for mass transfer. The static geophysical approaches discussed
here (NMR, DC resistivity) may be better suited as diagnostic tools for evaluating transport process, rather
than noninvasive measurements for predicting transport properties. However, these static geophysical
methods provide additional information related to the pore structure and serve as additional information to
traditional characterization methods such as tracer tests and measurements of K. A combination of these
measurements with time-lapse electrical monitoring of tracer experiments [e.g., Day-Lewis and Singha,
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2008; Briggs et al., 2013, 2014] may allow for more effective and cost-effective characterization of field-scale
DDMT parameters.

The aim of this paper was to provide experimental methods, results, and observations for measuring and
characterizing the pore structure of porous media that may drive non-Fickian transport that cannot be
described by ADE-based models of solute transport. Based on our results, NMR and DC resistivity measure-
ments have potential as diagnostic tools to describe features of the pore structure that may drive tailing.
These geophysical methods may have limited ability to predict transport properties directly, but can be
used at the lab and potentially field scale to describe pore connectivity and size, which can be useful to
evaluating properties of interest. CC measurements, however, appear to provide little information about
DDMT parameters, at least for the zeolites considered. Our findings point to the potential and limitations of
geophysical and material characterization methods to provide useful insight into the controlling factors of
anomalous solute transport, and as diagnostic tools for evaluating transport processes.

Appendix A: Spherical-Diffusion Model (SDM)

We estimate the SDM model parameters using PEST, matching the flow conditions for the column experi-
ments and using the median grain radii for each of the sieved fractions. The estimated porosities from the
calibrated model exceeded the gravimetric porosity for both zeolites A and B, resulting in a nonphysical
description of the pore space. The mobile and less mobile porosity for zeolite B (2–3.35 mm) was 0.43 and
0.82, respectively, and for zeolite A (0.5–1 mm) was 0.52 and 0.50, respectively. Whereas the SDM assumes
that intragranular porosity is effectively immobile, advective transport likely occurs within a well-connected
portion of the intragranular pore space of these zeolites. As a result, the SDM model does not adequately
describe the primary mechanism for solute transport (advection) for the zeolites. Consequently, we focus
exclusively on the DDMT model because geophysical measurements have been shown to be sensitive to
solutes in hm for time-lapse monitoring [Singha et al., 2007; Swanson et al., 2012] but little work has been
done exploring the relation of static geophysical measurements to DDMT parameters without subjecting
the material to invasive tracer tests.

Notations

ADE Advection-dispersion equation
DDMT Dual-domain mass transfer
NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance
DC Direct-current (resistivity)
CC Complex conductivity
BTC Breakthrough curve
SEM Scanning electron microscope
CT X-ray computer tomography
MRMT multirate mass transfer
DaI Damk€ohler number
SDM Spherical-diffusion model

Notation Meaning Units

ai Characteristic length scale m
Clm Concentration in hm kg m3

Cm Concentration in hlm kg m3

D Dispersion coefficient m2 s21

D* Diffusion coefficient m2 s21

F Formation factor (-)
G Electrical connectedness (-)
I0 Normalized initial signal amplitude (-)
K Hydraulic conductivity m s21
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k Geometric factor m
L Distance from observation to

source of tracer solution injection m
m Cementation exponent (-)
R Resistance X
Rg Grain radius m
t Time s
T2 Transverse relaxation time s
v Average pore water velocity m s21

x Spatial coordinate m
a Mass-transfer rate coefficient s21

aL Dispersivity m
hdc Disconnected porosity (-)
heff Effective porosity (-)
hlm Less-mobile porosity (-)
hm Mobile porosity (-)
hTOT Total gravimetric porosity (-)
q2i Surface relaxivity m s21

qb Electrical resistance X m
r* Complex electrical conductivity S m21

r’’ Imaginary conductivity component S m21

rb Bulk conductivity S m21

rf Fluid conductivity S m21

rs Surface conductivity S m21

sr Relaxation time s
f Electrical tortuosity (-)
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